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Create whimsical "skinny" wall hangings for any time of year with this book of seasonal appliquÃ©
patterns.Â Skinnies are perfect for using small scraps of fabric or fat quarters, and the
simpleÂ designs and easy-to-follow instructions guide crafters through all the steps needed to
create fun and quick projects for each season and special holidays. The finished products make
great gifts for any occasion or excellent additions toÂ any home dÃ©cor.
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This book is great. Beautiful big, colorful pictures with very nice, clear instructions. I took it down to
my local quilt shop owner. She was thrilled and is going to order some for her store. She loved it
also. She does a lot of applique and also loved to embellish. We both will have fun with this one.
There are books you share at times, and some you hide back for yourself. I am hiding this one.
Thanks.

I love this book! I've already made 4 projects from it, and have found both the instructions and the
patterns to work perfectly. Best of all, the pattern pieces are already reversed for applique, so that's
a huge time-saver. There are extra tips included, and ideas for embellishments if you want to take it
a step further. The pumpkin banner is hanging on my door right now, and not only have neighbors
commented on it but I've had strangers knock on my door and ask me where I got it because they
like it so much.

LOVE it.. This book is awesome!! Makes me feel good just looking at it. and it is not hard at all to
under stand ..which IS a break through for me.. I can not say enough GOOD about this book , I just
HOPE Margie will come out with More , Christmas and Fall , THANKSGIVING and then start a new
with Spring Summer hint hint:)

This paperback is Filled With Lots of Colored Pictures and Very Clear Instructions. It Also Comes
With Full Size Pull Out Patterns. This Will Be A Fun Book To Enjoy Sewing For Gifts and Home
Decoration.

Enjoyed the patterns. Will be utilized. Looking forward to giving skinnies as seasonal gifts to friends
and relatives this year.

I love the cute designs in this book! Simple, bright, easy to make. The instructions are clear and
straightforward. I've already made two of them - made both tops in a few hours on a Saturday
afternoon. The designs are intended for fusing/machine applique, so the hardest part is digging
through your stash for best colors! And all 10 designs are the same size, so they'll be easily
interchangeable on your 14" quilt hangar.I highly recommend for all skill levels!

I love the skinnies patterns. These are a great addition. They are all so cute. Very rarely do I find a
book that want to make all of the patterns in it, but this book I will be definitely making all of them.

I've made 3 quilts from this book so far. The patterns are simple to follow. It comes with full size
templates ready for fusible applique. They took me about 2 evenings each to finish. (4 or 5 hours). I
have received many compliments on the quilts! Definitely plan on finishing them all here soon!
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